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Quality (Control) is Critical to Brand
Acceptance...and Survival
In an industry often dominated by marketing
hyperbole, a brand’s perceived quality is
critical to market success and longevity.
According to a Neilson report on Brand
Equity, “recalls, even those with only minor
impact on the consumer, can seriously affect
consumer sentiment and damage a company’s
reputation and the brands in its portfolio.”
Based on the 2016 Annual Reputation
Quotient report, which surveyed more than
23,000 U.S. adults, product recall was among
the top five situations that damage corporate
reputation, after dishonesty, illegal activity or
a security breach.
What this means for brand marketers is that
Quality Control is king when it comes to
keeping your brand equity intact.
One way a company can protect their
brands equity is to ensure that their
manufacturing process is performed in a
cGMP facility.
A failure to understand the importance of
quality can result in a finished good not
meeting label claims, adulterated ingredients
or worse.
Adherence to strict Quality Assurance
Standards starts with defining the QC
responsibilities between the product owner and
the manufacturer.
This process can
be clearly defined
through a Quality
Agreement
between the parties.
The
FDA
defines a quality
agreement as “a
comprehensive written agreement that defines
and establishes the responsibilities of Quality
Units of each of the parties involved in the
contract manufacturing process.”
This agreement spells out which GMP
activities are to be carried out each party as
defined by regulations under title 21.
Quality agreements are not required by the
FDA, but they can serve as a way for
manufacturers to make better, more informed
decisions based on a defined set of
manufacturing parameters.
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Nutraceutical World Publishes Trend
Spotlight for 2019

Innovation in Protein Drives
Segment Growth

According to Nutraceutical World, 2019 will
be an very interesting year with some new
trends emerging onto the scene.
With CBD exploding on the scene and the
farm bill removing “hemp” as a form of
marijuana, expect even more companies to
break into the hemp craze.
Expect someone to take the bull by the horn
and work to get CBD defined as a new dietary
ingredient so their products can pass the
GRAS litmus test.
Generation Z is Here. This is the most
diverse generation yet (by far) and they are
quite demanding too! This group wants, no
they expect products that are customized to
their needs, and they look at wellness as a way
of life. This is a far cry from baby boomers
who awoke to “nutrition” ages 45+.
This is great news for marketers as the
universe has expanded, but high expectations
from this group mean niche companies must
find the creases and exploit them.
Aging. Baby boomers are looking for ways
to stay active physically and mentally.
Cognitive function is at the forefront as many
boomers have watched a parent’s cognitive
decline, and look for ways to prevent the same
from happening to them.
Gut Health.
Probiotics are now
mainstream and other digestive health
products will follow. Expect prebiotics to
make their case for gut health as research
continues to advance the understanding of the
gut/brain axis. The FDA’s definition of fiber
can also lead to more product innovation.
Scientific Proof. Talk is cheap. Today’s
consumers want scientific evidence and 68%
of product marketers now say they will
incorporate clinical research into their product
development, according to a survey of
Nutraceutical World readers.
This is good news for serious companies
developing science-based products.
An
educated consumer is a quality products best
potential target, and Generation X & Z are
both demanding greater transparency from
nutraceutical marketers.

In a quest for foods that curb hunger and fit
into the “low carb” category, consumers have
turned to protein enhanced foods.
In a category once dominated by Whey,
plant and animal based proteins are now
making their way on to the scene as consumer
demand for protein alternatives soar.
Players in the protein space include small
niche companies and large multinationals like
PepsiCo.
Demonstrating
the importance of
finding new and
novel sources of
protein, PepsiCo
posted a query on
the
website
“ninesights”
looking for plant,
animal and fungal-based protein alternatives.
Many plant-based proteins are missing key
amino acids so formulators are forced blend
multiple plant proteins to make a “complete”
plant based protein.
Although plant proteins are growing in
popularity, animal-based proteins from
crickets, meal worms and other sources are
gaining more interest as well.
Seen as a way to meet the challenges of
feeding a growing global population with a
sustainable solution, insect proteins are
moving into the spotlight.
Now the focus is shifting to insect farming
and on improving farming practices so it can
scale to demand and fit into the economics
formulators and marketers look for.
The challenge for a consumer is knowing
what protein source is best. With whey, for
example, different whey protein forms have
significantly different bioavailability and cost.
The highest quality whey is produced using
a lower temperature and pressure, and a slower
manufacturing rate. With a longer process and
lower yield, the cost is much higher.
However, on the label a consumer would not
see the difference.
On a label, the level of grams per serving
could be the same, but the higher quality
protein would be more bioavailable. Some
products may include the high quality, more
bioavailable isolate, but are then blended with
a lower quality, lower cost whey, diluting the
overall quality of the finished product.
Ingredient selection, formulating, and the
manufacturing process must all work together
to deliver the best finished goods to the
consumer. Improved transparency in labeling
would more accurately represent the package
contents, and set apart superior products.
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Flavors Hit Evolving.
Shelves 2019
A New Report Reveals That Consumer Taste Preferences New
are Continually
Adding New Flavors is Key to Keeping Customers
and Attracting
New
CustomerNew
Interest
Consumer
tastes are
changing.
flavors are
emerging every day, and there seems to be no limit on
what you may see next in flavor introductions.
New flavors from the Pacific Rim are expected to
influence food and supplement flavors in 2019.
Flavors from guava, dragon fruit and passionfruit are
just a few expected to reach store shelves in 2019.
Consider some of these, and other, less-conventional
flavors when you add to your company’s product line.

Consumer tastes are constantly evolving and that means that if you
are tying to keep your customer or acquire new customers, you should
consider adding new flavors to your product mix.
In the highly competitive sports nutrition space, changing consumer
taste has never been more evident. Scanning store shelves (online and
brick & mortar) will reveal some conventional additions and some not so
Well established in some regions with potential for global appeal.
Cookie dough was the leading new flavor in ice cream in 2017 with 33 conventional. New entries like birthday cake flavored protein powders
new launches. Birthday cake started to appear as early as 2013 and and pecan-flavored nutrition bars now compete with traditional flavors
seemed to peak in 2016. S’mores is a national favorite and even has like chocolate and vanilla.
In addition to standing out from the competition with clean ingredient
it’s own celebratory day, August 10th is National S’mores Day.
labels and research-backed ingredients, sports performance products can
also innovate with unique flavors that will intice consumers to sample new
items.
A consumer once turned off by a flavor, or one who thought of all
protein powders as “chalky or too sweet” may be inspired to try a flavor

Pecan 
new to the category.
Consumer tastes are constantly in flux and tastes vary from country to
Flavors regarded as “normal” like pecan
country. Synergy Flavors, the Illinois-based makers of flavors, extracts
should work well in sports nutrition as an alternate flavor.
and essences, recently released a report tracking emerging and established
flavors in the sports nutrition market in both Latin America and North
America, and the results are revealing.
Their report analyzed data from Mintel and Euromonitor, and collected
data from food bloggers, social media, Google Trends and other resources
to find out which flavors are attracting consumers in the Americas. They
Tart Cherry  Turmeric  Matcha  Speculoos
divided the report into four categories; Emerging (ahead of the curve),
New and trendy “functional” flavors are seeing the fastest growth and Growing (starting to appear in finished goods), Mainstream (thought of as
are expected to be accepted as “mainstream”. Consumers are
“normal”), and Established (very easy to find and with Global appeal).
embracing less sugary flavors for more functional flavors.
“Functional Flavors” Enter the Fray
Between 4Q17 & 1Q18 introductions of new products flavored with
“Our Flavors of the Future research was a journey of discovery, going
tart cheery were up 87%. Turmeric introductions were up 51%
well beyond a typical research project to represent an in-depth analysis of
between 22016 & 2017.
the trends that will captivate the sports nutrition market in the near and
longer-term future—some of which are so novel to the market that those
product manufacturers that are considering them are true
trendsetters,” says Alexandre Massumoto, marketing research lead
at Synergy Flavors in a statement. “The research results have been
fascinating and using them as a guide we aim to help product
manufacturers seize the opportunity to be pioneers in flavor development
Yuzu  Mochi
and stay ahead of the game in the ever-evolving sports nutrition market.”
One of the key take-aways in the research is that consumers are shifting
Flavors too new to see on menus or on shelves yet, but gaining the
away
from super-sweet flavors to less traditional, more functional
interest of formulators. Yuzu is the Japanese superfruit gaining
flavorings like Turmeric, Matcha, Yuzu, Taro and Pitaya. Flavor blends
interest because of its citrus-like flavor. Mochi flavor use has
are also gaining interest amongst consumers. The bottom line is
increased 300% since 2014.
consumers will expect to see the unexpected so do not be afraid to
diversify your flavor mix.

Cookie Dough  Birthday Cake  S’mores
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Novel or New Delivery Systems Can Help
Diversify Your Nutraceutical Product Line

manufacturing
A Look Inside Uniwell Laboratory's Powder Line

Uniwell formulates and manufacturers powders including, sports
nutrition blends, proteins, shakes, probiotics, prebiotics and more. Pack
-outs include canisters, jars, sachets, stick packs, and gusseted bags in
multiple shapes and sizes.

It’s All in the Blend
Uniwell employs ribbon and Vblenders ensuring that ingredients
are handled to maximize ingredient
efficacy and product performance.
V-blenders are recommended for
more delicate ingredients like
probiotics, as they put less stress on
the living organisms.
In addition to powders, Uniwell
manufactures capsules, tablets (uni
and bi-layer), liquids (from 2 to 20
ounces), and gels. The 200,000+
SF facility is air-controlled and
operated under the strictest cGMP
standards.
Over 200 security cameras
throughout the facility document
every step of the manufacturing
process. Their stringent SOPs and
on-going training ensure that every employee meets or exceeds the skills
necessary to perform their job to the highest standards.
Uniwell is routinely inspected by third party auditors (for example,
Intertek and NSF), and manufactures to these standards set forth by
leading the following organizations:
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If you’re not excited about your next product introduction,
chances are your customers aren’t either. Consider a new
delivery system as a way to broaden your product line.

First a little history about nutraceuticals. The term “nutraceutical”
" is a hybrid of the words “nutrition" and “pharmaceutical" and was
coined in 1989 by Stephen DeFelice. Really, nutraceuticals are a
fairly new thing!
Prior to “nutraceuticals”
we
had
supplements.
Everything was a vitamin or
a dietary supplement. For
many
years,
anything
outside of the vitamin or
pharmaceutical world was
looked at as a type of
“snake-oil”, the stuff sold
by
gypsies
promising
amazing
benefits
and
delivering none.
Now, firmly cemented in
the minds of the consuming
public, nutraceuticals are
here to stay and competition
in the space grows each
day.
According the Council
for Responsible Nutrition,
68% of US adults take some
type of dietary supplement;
vitamins
&
minerals,
specialty
supplements,
herbals & botanicals and
sports nutrition products.
There are tens of
thousands
of
products
competing for consumers
attention, many promising
similar results, using similar
ingredients. Finding a way to get noticed amid the noise is the
challenge every marketer faces.
An optimum delivery system maximizes the benefits achieved
from the formulation and should be designed to promote the
efficacy of nutritional benefit by increasing bioavailability and loss
of nutrients.
Much emphasis is placed on innovation as a way to grab, or
hold onto customer loyalty. Demand is driving the need for
diversified delivery and for a way gain a competitive edge.
The list of modern delivery systems that are successfully
developed and are currently available in the market is ever
growing. The list may include but is not limited to functional
beverages, stick packs, fast melting tablets, powder sachets, liquid
concentrates, dissolving strips, gels, gummies, chewing gums,
liquid filled hard shell capsules, microcapsules, capsules within
capsules, lozenges and liposomes ⁱ
Effervescent tablets and fast dissolving tablets are gaining
popularity as are stick packs of powders and semi-solids. Fast
dissolving tablets and stick packs offer a degree of portability
which is something today’s consumers demand. Portability and
convenience, if combined with ingredient efficacy, are a very
powerful combination, and highly sought after by today’s more
educated consumer.
ⁱhttps://www.naturalproductsinsider.com/contract-manufacturing/alternative-delivery
-systems-nutraceutical-manufacturing
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How A Great Relationship With Your Contract
Manufacturer Will Help You Grow Your Business

Getting Your Products on Retail Shelves
What are Buyers Looking For?

A great idea can only take you so far. Seeing a opportunity (or a
void) and knowing what can satisfy the need is not the same as
developing the optimal process to deliver the finished goods. In
dietary supplements, everything starts with a proprietary formula.
The formula is a key part of the equation (obviously).
However, the ingredients that make up the formula are what can
make or break a product’s success.
Quality contract manufacturing organizations (CMOs) help
supplement marketers bring ideas to life. A top-tier CMO will
have both the technical expertise and hands on experience in the
field to help a company navigate the formulation and
manufacturing processes so that the marketer can focus on their
core competencies—bringing the product to market.
Finding a team to work with that you can trust, and one with
passion to execute your ideas is key to developing a sustaining,
successful relationship.
Developing a rapport
with your CMO so that
they fully understand
your needs and goals will
help
them
identify
opportunities that may
help you in the future.
In dietary supplements
there are a many steps in
the process to go from
concept-to-formula-to-finished goods. If you already have a
formula, you may need to look for alternative delivery systems.
If you have an idea, you may need a formula scientist to
develop a proprietary formula for you.
Most CMO’s can manufacture product. But not all of them
can formulate them to pharmaceutical standards. Some may not
have this expertise at all.
Having a team of industry experts at your disposal is critical to
developing the most innovative, efficacious, cost effective
products.
If you are in the sports nutrition space, flavor technology is
critical. Consumer research shows that off-putting taste is a major
turnoff to consumers. Even when a consumer knows something is
good for them, if it tastes bad they will not buy it. Bitterness is the
number-one turnoff to consumer taste buds.
The development process takes numerous professionals
working together to deliver a winning product, and having them
all under one roof is advantageous for a smooth and fruitful
process.
Referrals to support vendors is also helpful to the product
marketer. Flexible packaging, display boxes, shipping cartons,
and other collateral materials are all needed to complete the
process.
A CMO in good standing will be able to help you identify other
suppliers needed in the supply chain, and those that work well
with the CMO.
Simply assembling a group of vendors is not a successful
strategy. Hoping it will all work together is never a good idea
when time is of the essence and investors are waiting for results.
Ask all of the critical questions up front so that you don’t
waste time venturing down a path that will dead-end before you
launch.
Have your own “audit” prepared so that you can vet out the
field and make the best choice for long-term success.

As the retail world consolidates to a few big players, satisfying the
desires of a few, very powerful, buyers is increasingly important.
What are they looking for?
Buyers are just like anyone else. They are a guy or a gal with a job
who must answer to a supervisor. They are measured on the success
of their category, and each and every inch of their planogram.
Their reputation, and possibly their job, is on the line when they
bump one product to slot another one in. They need innovation, but
tried and true is safe and this is the major obstacle for smaller
companies with fewer SKUs.
A one SKU company is a huge risk. A small company who may
not be able to scale is a huge risk. Mitigating risk is one way to
prevent failure in the planogram...so you need to understand this
going in.
Is it impossible for a startup to get onto store shelves? No. Are the
odds against you? Yes. But there are some things you can do to get a
buyer to listen, even though their internal warning alarms may be
going off.
Buyers like trend data. Reputable data is your friend. Data that
shows that your product fills a need they are not currently filling is
key. Which means you need to understand where your product will
be planogrammed and what products are currently on shelves. Know
this before your meeting!
Buyers know their place in the food chain. They know how
important they are to you, but understand you are not equally
important to them. You are one of literally hundreds (if not
thousands) trying to garner attention, and trying to get a meeting.
Brokers with category experience are invaluable when meeting
with the “big boys”. However, there is no replacement for you
knowing your product inside out and where it fits within the
planogram. Your company needs a representative at every meeting
with the bigs. Period. Never send a broker on their own to meet with
a Walgreens. Only you will show the passion and understanding
needed to pique their interest.
Have a plan. You need to show the buyer where your product,
product line and company will be in the future. Even if its “desktop”
growth, demonstrate that there is a roadmap for the future.
Try to anticipate where the buyer will poke holes, and have
reasonable comebacks for them. Of course you love your product, but
be cognizant of some of the push-back you will get. It is their job. A
buyer is the company’s chief risk mitigator as well as the one
responsible for uncovering the “next big thing.”
Lastly, don’t give up. “No” simply means “not now”. Schedule a
meeting for the next reset and do it all over again.
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